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ABSTRACT 

In the Republic of Croatia new regulations that regulate 

the connection to the distribution network were adopted 

during 2018. The article elaborates the novelties that 

these regulations introduce and the measures the 

national distribution system operator HEP ODS (DSO) 

had taken to adjust to the new regulation. 

The article provides a detailed elaboration of the process 

of exploring the possibility of network connection: 

decision-making criteria as well as the decision-making 

procedure for the determining the optimal technical 

solution of network user connection to distribution 

network, harmonized with the new regulations.  

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the connection procedure is to 

successfully connect a new network user to network, 

while enabling the normal network operation and normal 

network use in future.  

In the initial phase of the connection procedure DSO 

conducts analyses in order to determine the optimal 

technical solution of the connection (and eventual 

network upgrade, if necessary) and the associated 

network connection fee. The analyses performed in 

process of connection have to be defined and thoroughly 

elaborated in order to enable the optimal connection of 

each user, transparent connection process and to ensure 

equal network access for all network users. 

In last year Croatia adopted new regulations that regulate 

the connection to the distribution network, imposing new 

demands to DSO. Basically, the DSO’s response should 

be faster while more elaborated and connection to the 

network should be cheaper. 

In case of a deep connection fee, as in Croatia, the 

network user pays the connection costs, including the 

necessary network upgrade.  

The cost and deadline for connection depend on the 

chosen technical solution of connection. In such 

circumstances it is especially important to design a 

comprehensive, always applicable procedure for 

determining the optimal connection and to ensure the 

transparency of the determination procedure. This also 

ensures equal network access for every network user. 

By new regulations the deadlines for the DSO's response 

to the connection request are further reduced. At the same 

time, the level of complexity of DSO’s response 

increased (more detailed elaborating of individual steps 

in the connection process is requested). 

Therefore, it was necessary to precisely elaborate each 

step in the connection process in order to reduce the time 

necessary for the implementation of prescribed steps, 

while maintaining a high level of reliability of 

conclusions and related technical decisions.  

HEP ODS, the national distribution system operator in 

the Republic of Croatia, drafted and adopted 

implementing regulation: Rules for connection to 

distribution network [4]. In [4], inter alia, a universal 

procedure for determining the optimal connection to the 

network is elaborated, according to the basic framework 

stipulated by the legislator.  

The connection of all users to the distribution network in 

the Republic of Croatia are determined solely by the 

prescribed steps, which unambiguously define the way of 

technical reasoning and decision-making procedures.  

BASIC IDEA 

There are two main types of connection to the network: 

simple and complex connection.  

Simple connection is direct connection to the nearby 

existing low voltage (LV) network, while there is no need 

to upgrade the network. Network upgrade in process of 

connection is necessary if there are not sufficient 

resources in the existing network for the connection of 

new network user.   

Complex connection is every connection to distribution 

network, except simple connection. 

Basic idea is to introduce simplified connection 

procedure for simple connection, assuming that most 

connections will be simple. For simple network 

connection the emphasis is on quick response. 

The goal is to promptly identify if the simple connection 

is possible and to immediately start simplified (therefore 

shorter) connection procedure. This will enable quick 

connection for new network users, as well as unburden 

DSO employees by not performing unnecessary complex 

analysis and procedures.  

DSO developed simplified network analysis to enable 

prompt identification if the simple connection is possible. 

If the simplified analysis concludes that the simple 

connection is possible, this conclusion is considered final 

and a simple connection procedure is implemented.  

If the simple analysis concludes that the simple 

connection is not possible (because there are not 

sufficient resources in the existing network for the new 

network user connection), a significantly more complex 

(and time consuming) analysis (network study) has to be 

carried out.  

The complex analysis has significantly lower margin of 

safety, and therefore accurately determines the optimal 
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connection and network upgrade required for connection, 

elaborating precisely the large connection fee.  

INITIAL STEPS 

In initial steps of connection procedure DSO uses 

network analysis to answer following questions:  

1. Is it possible to connect new user to an existing 

network? 

2.  If the answer to the first question is no, is it possible 

to upgrade the existing network to enable the 

connection? 

3.  If the answer to one of the above questions is yes, 

which technical solution for the connection (and 

eventual network upgrade) is optimal? 

It is unnecessary to conduct a complex network analysis 

for every connection request.  

Simplified analysis of the network is performed first.  

If competent conclusions can be reached by simplified 

analysis, proving the simple connection is possible, 

complex analysis of the network is redundant.  

If the simplified analysis concludes that the simple 

connection is not possible, complex network analysis 

(network study) should be performed (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Determining the complexity of the connection 

The outcome of the procedure of determining the 

complexity of connection is to identify the simple 

connection or to determine the level of complexity of 

network study that has to be performed to determine the 

optimal technical solution of complex connection.  

There are three levels of complex network analysis 

(Figure 1): low voltage (LV) network study, medium 

(MV) and high voltage (HV) network study. 

DSO has to complete initial steps and to issue connection 

approval for a simple connection or to issue a contract for 

the exact level of network study for complex connection 

within 15 days of receipt of connection request. 

SIMPLIFIED NETWORK ANALYSIS 

In order to promptly identify simple connection, the 

simplified analysis with prescribed broad margin of 

safety is developed, based solely on already available 

network data.  

The simplified analysis is in fact a controlled rough 

estimate if the simple connection is possible.  

This analysis is based on the model of extreme (worst 

case scenario) power flow in the analyzed part of the 

network.  

Simplified network analysis is simplified power flow 

calculation with the aim to identify the impact of network 

users to voltage and load in the network, based on 

influence of network users that use network in one 

direction (e.g. consumers), neglecting the simultaneous 

influence of the network users that use network in the 

opposite direction (e.g. producers).  

Simplified analysis has to check if the condition in the 

network with the new user connected by simple 

connection still remains within given broad margins.  

There are two types of simplified network analysis, used 

to determine if resources in the existing network are 

sufficient for the connection of new user: 

• SaLV - simplified analysis of LV network - power flow 

and voltage analysis of LV line  

• SaMV - simplified analysis of MV network - power 

flow and voltage analysis of MV line, including the 

analysis of the load of the closest superior X/MV 

substation.  

Simplified network analysis criteria 

The criteria for simplified analysis are based on the 

prescribed limits of voltage and load in the network: 

• voltage criterion - allowed maximum relative voltage 

change (voltage drop or voltage increase) in the 

network defined by voltage levels and direction of 

power flow, (Table 1, Figure 2), prescribed in [4], in 

order to maintain the voltage in the network within the 

prescribed limits [1]. 

• load criterion - the load of each element in the network 

has to be less than nominal load (I < In) 

Table 1: Voltage criterion for simplified analysis 
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Figure 2: Elaboration of voltage criterion for simplified analysis 

Simplified network models 

Simplified network models are developed to enable 

simplified power flow calculation based on influence of 

network users that use network in one direction (e.g. 

consumers), neglecting the simultaneous influence of the 

network users that use network in the opposite direction 

(e.g. producers).  

Simplified LV network analysis for producer 

Network is modelled by: 

• LV line, from LV busbar in substation MV/LV to the 

end of LV line  

• voltage on LV busbar in substation is 105% Un, 

• model of network users connected to the analysed line 

includes: the new network user (producer), existing 

producers and producers with the signed connection 

contract (connection in progress),  

• producers are modelled at point of connection to LV 

line by connecting power P (kW) and cosf=1 

• consumers are modelled by P = 0 kW and cosf=1. 

Maximum allowed relative voltage increase in LV line is 

3%Un (Table 1). 

Simplified LV network analysis for consumer  

Network is modelled by: 

• LV line, from LV busbar in substation MV/LV to the 

end of LV line  

• voltage on LV busbar in substation is 100% Un, 

• model of network users connected to the analysed line 

includes: the new network user (consumer), existing 

consumers and consumers with the signed connection 

contract (connection in progress),  

• estimation of maximum consumption is based on the 

number of consumers, their connecting power and 

simultaneity factor 

• maximum consumption is modelled as one consumer at 

the end of the line 

• consumers are modelled by estimated maximum 

consumption P (kW) and cosf=1 

• producers are modelled by P = 0 kW and cosf=1. 

Maximum allowed relative voltage drop in LV line is 

8%Un (Table 1). 

Simplified MV network analysis for producer 

Network is modelled by: 

• MV line, from lower voltage busbar in closest superior 

substation (X/MV) to the end of MV line  

• voltage on busbar in substation is 100% Un, 

• model of network users includes:  

• consumers connected to the analysed line: the new 

network user (consumer), existing consumers and 

consumers with the signed connection contract 

(connection in progress) connected to MV line, 

• consumers connected to MV with connecting power 

P>100 kW (modelled as connected to closest point in 

MV line) 

• producers are modelled at point of connection to MV 

line by connecting power P (kW) and cosf=1 

• consumers are modelled by P = 0 kW and cosf=1. 

• for the analysis of the load of transformer in closest 

superior substation X/MV, in addition, all producers in 

other MV lines of this substation are modelled as one 

producer connected on the lower voltage busbar in this 

substation. 

Maximum allowed relative voltage increase in MV line is 

2%Un (Table 1). 

Simplified MV network analysis for consumer  

MV line, from lower voltage busbar in closest superior 

substation (X/MV) to the end of MV line  

• voltage on busbar in substation is 105% Un, 

• model of network users includes:  

• model of maximum load (consumption) of MV line is 

based on the measurement of the load (consumption) 

of the MV line during the normal network operation 

over the past year. 

• maximum load (consumption) of MV line is modelled 

as one consumer at the end of the line. 

• new consumer is modelled at the point of connection in 

the MV line 

• consumers are modelled by P (kW) and cosf=1 

• producers are modelled by P = 0 kW and cosf=1. 

• for the analysis of the load of transformer in closest 
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superior substation X/MV, in addition, the maximum 

load of other MV lines of this substation are modelled 

as one consumer connected on the lower voltage busbar 

in this substation. 

Maximum allowed relative voltage drop in MV line is 

5%Un (Table 1). 

If the simplified network analysis proves that the voltage 

or load criteria are not met, a complex network analysis 

(network study) has to be performed. 

COMPLEX NETWORK ANALYSIS 

New regulations [1] - [4] introduced the obligation to 

create a complex network analysis (a network study) for 

each complex connection. Creating this study is the sole 

responsibility of the DSO. The necessity and the type of 

the study are determined by DSO in procedure of 

determining the complexity of the connection (Figure 1).  

Time limits for completion of complex network analysis 

are set by regulation [2], and depend on the connection 

power and type of the analysed network user (Table 2). 

Table 2: Time limits for network study completion 

Connecting power 

Time limits for study completion 
(days) 

Type of network user 

Consumer Producer 

P ≤ 500 kW 30 60 

500 kW < P ≤ 5 MW 60 90 

5 MW < P ≤ 20 MW 90 180 

Complex network analysis is detailed network study 

(including exhaustive power flow analysis and short 

circuit calculations). 

The complex power flow analysis has significantly lower 

margin of safety, and therefore gives more precise 

conclusions with a much higher level of reliability, 

consequently accurately determines the optimal 

connection and network upgrade required for connection, 

elaborating precisely the connection fee.  

Complex analysis has to be performed in case of: 

• new network user connection to LV network if it’s 

connection power exceeds 40% of nominal power (Sn) 

of existing transformer in MV/LV substation, 

• new producer connection to MV network if the 

automatically regulated MV set value at the transformer 

in substation HV/MV is ≥ 105% Un, 

• new consumer connection to MV network if the 

automatically regulated MV set value at the transformer 

in substation HV/MV is ≤ 100% Un, 

• new producer with connecting power P > 500 kW if 

connecting to network having two MV levels (10(20) 

kV and 35 kV) if there is at least one existing producer 

connected to MV line of interest, 

• simplified analysis concludes the complex calculation 

should be performed. 

Complex network analysis criteria 

Criteria implemented in complex network analysis are 

based on the prescribed limit values [1] for network 

conditions: 

• voltage criterion - voltage at all points of the network 

must be within the prescribed limits (90%Un ≤ U ≥ 

110%Un) [1]. . 

• load criterion - the load of each element in the network 

has to be less than nominal load (I < In). 

The content of the complex network analysis 

Complex network analysis (network study) contains: 

• input data about the network and the network user, 

including voltage and load measurements in the 

network over the past one year, as well as metering data 

on metering points of existing MV network users over 

the past one year. 

• power flow analysis, which varies from simple analysis 

to exhaustive analysis that includes existing and 

planned network configuration, existing and planned 

network users, analysing the network in the most 

extreme power flow conditions in normal operation: 

during extreme relative ratio between production and 

consumption (maximum production while minimal 

consumption, maximum consumption during the outage 

of all local producers), for each considered version of 

technical solution of connection and network upgrade, 

as well as short circuit calculation, 

• technical description of optimal technical solution of 

connection and necessary network upgrade, and 

elaboration of optimality of chosen optimal solution 

(comparison of all considered technical solutions, 

proven to meet the network analysis criteria), 

• elaboration of connection cost and calculation of 

connection fee. 

Types of the complex network analysis 

There are three basic types of complex network analysis 

of connection (network study named Elaborate of 

optimal technical solution of connection): 

• LV study: for connection to LV network if simple 

analysis concludes simple connection is not possible; 

includes complex analysis of LV network, and, if 

needed, simple analysis of MV network, 

• MV study for LV or MV network connection; includes 

analysis of MV network, and, in case of connection to 

LV network; includes analysis of LV network, 

• HV study for connection to MV, if HV network 

analysis is necessary; includes analysis of MV and HV 

network.  

The detailed structure of power flow analysis in MV 

study is predefined in MV study task. The scope of the 

analysis of HV network is defined by TSO (national 

transmission system operator).  

Network study may also contain additional analyses if 

needed. The decision on additional analysis is made by 

the DSO. The need for additional analysis has to be 

technically argued in the study.  

DSO is authorised to make the decision of the scope of 

the complex network analysis. While the study type has 

to be identified in the initial step of connection procedure, 
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the scope of network study is the result of the analysis 

itself (Figures 3 and 4). The usual scope of complex 

network studies is given in Table 2. 

Table 2: The scope of complex network analysis 

Study 
type 

The scope of network analysis 
(power flow analysis)  

Voltage level 
at metering 

point  

LV study SaLV (+SaMV) + CaLV LV 

MV study 
SaMV* (+CaMV) MV 

SaLV (+CaLV) + SaMV*+ CaMV LV 

HV study SaMV*(+CaMV) + CaHV MV 

Symbols: Sa - simple network analysis; Ca - complex 

network analysis of LV, MV, HV network; SaMV* - not 

necessary to perform if need for complex analysis is 

obvious. 

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCEDURE 

DSO developed a meticulous algorithm for decision-

making procedure in the process of determining the 

optimal technical solution of connection and necessary 

network upgrade [5]. 

CaLV:
 Identification of possible LV 

network upgrade.  
Do upgraded LV network & LV 

connection 
meet Ca criteria?   YES ü 

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of

LV connection & LV network 
upgrade, cost 

and connection fee &
Conclusion 

CaMV:
 Identification of possible MV 

network upgrade.  
Does upgraded MV network 

with LV connection 
meet Ca criteria?   YES ü 

SIMPLE CONNECTION 

(no network study)

COMPLEX LV CONNECTION 
& LV NETWORK UPGRADE

(LV study)

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of
LV connection, LV & MV 
network upgrade, cost 
and connection fee &

Conclusion 

SaLV:
Does existing LV network with 

LV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   YES ü 

SaMV:
Does existing MV network 

with LV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   YES ü 

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of
LV connection, its cost
and connection fee &

Conclusion 

SaLV:
Does existing LV network with 

LV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   NO

SaMV:
Does existing MV network 

with LV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   YES ü 

COMPLEX LV CONNECTION & 
LV+MV NETWORK UPGRADE

(MV study)

CaLV:
 Identification of possible LV 

network upgrade.  
Do upgraded LV network & LV 

connection 
meet Ca criteria?   YES ü 

SaLV:
Does existing LV network with 

LV connection 
meet Sa criteria? NO

SaMV:
Does existing MV network 

with LV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   NO

Figure 3: Combinations of micro modules in network 

analysis of LV connection 

The decision-making process is disintegrated into micro 

modules of analysis, each enabling next decision in the 

process, thus steering the process to the next micro 

module. The final product, the network analysis, is the 

union of all micro modules used to get to the final result. 

The final result of decision-making process is 

identification of the optimal technical solution of 

connection and necessary network upgrade.  

A few most frequent combinations of micro modules in 

network analyses are given in Fig. 3 and 4. 

CaLV:
 Identification of possible MV 

network upgrade.  
Does upgraded MV network 

with MV connection 
meet Ca criteria?   YES ü 

COMPLEX MV CONNECTION 

(MV study)

COMPLEX MV CONNECTION 
& MV NETWORK UPGRADE

(MV study)

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of
MV connection & MV 
network upgrade, cost 
and connection fee &

Conclusion 

SaMV:
Does existing MV network 

with MV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   YES ü 

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of
MV connection, its cost
and connection fee &

Conclusion 

COMPLEX MV CONNECTION & 
MV+HV NETWORK UPGRADE

(HV study)

SaMV:
Does MV network 

with MV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   NO

CaLV:
 Identification of possible MV 

network upgrade.  
Does upgraded MV network 

with MV connection 
meet Ca criteria?   YES ü 

Optimal solution description 
Technical description of

MV connection, MV & HV 
network upgrade, cost 
and connection fee &

Conclusion 

SaMV:
Does MV network 

with MV connection 
meet Sa criteria?   NO

CaHV:
Does existing HV network 

with MV connection 
meet HV criteria? If not,  

Identification of possible HV 
network upgrade. Does 

upgraded HV network with 
MV connection 

meet HV criteria? YES ü 

Figure 4: Combinations of micro modules in network 

studies of MV connection 

CONCLUSION 

The implementation of procedures and methods 

elaborated in this article improved performance of DSO. 

This is practical confirmation that a targeted and well-

designed network connection analysis is a necessary 

prerequisite for the prompt DSO’s response based on 

competent technical conclusions in a transparent 

procedure, despite the numerous specifics of network or 

network users and despite different levels of 

(in)availability of input data. 

This is a historic step for DSO towards transparent, 

precise and technically regulated connection process at 

the professional, engineering level. This step should be 

considered as the first in a series on the path to further 

regulation of technical conditions and technical decisions 

in the procedure of connection to distribution network. 
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